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Winter sessions stay
By Drita Ftera
Correspondent
The Faculty-Senate Co-op 
(FSC) held its second meeting 
this semester on Oct. 21.
The most important subject 
discussed was the possible abo­
lition of the winter sessions. Lisa 
Zdzienicki, Vice President of 
Academic Affairs of the SGA, 
presented a bill which would 
terminate the winter session and 
shorten the break to approxi­
mately three weeks. Zdzienicki 
said that this would allow the 
spring semester to begin and 
end earlier.
The motion was defeated by 
21 to 9 votes. The bill will be 
brought back to the committee 
in future meetings.
Zdzienicki said that members 
of the SGA were polled last 
April concerning the issue. 
According to her, the results of 
the poll indicate that a majority 
of students are in favor of 
eliminating winter sessions.
Bitter 
taste of 
hunger
By Shawn Smith
Staff Writer_______________
“I’m starving,” you may 
whine if you’ve missed breakfast 
because you forgot to to set your 
alarm, or you skipped dinner to 
cram for that big exam . But 
do we know what it is really like 
to be starved?
Last Tue., Sigma Phi Rho 
(SPR) and the Black Student 
Cooperative Union (BSCU) 
sponsored a fast for Ethiopia 
and other famine stricken coun­
tries throughout the world, so 
that we might, just for a day 
experience the hunger pains that 
the famished feel every day of 
their lives.
In a letter to the MSC campus 
community, SPR stated that 
their intentions were for “eve­
ryone to .experience the pain 
your mind and body will go 
through and attribute those 
feelings to the people in starving 
countries.”
John Holloway, National 
advisor for SPR, said, “We 
hope that everyone experienced 
just a bit of pain, so that the 
memory of hunger lingers in 
their minds.”
Over 100 particpants wore 
black ribbons the day of the fast 
to symbolize the fast and juice 
was provided to prevent any 
possibility of injury.
Nevertheless, the participants 
felt the effect of hunger. One 
participant, Delephia Heyward- 
Bey, said, “I can sympathize 
with the hungry. Well, no, I 
can’t say I can because I‘ve still
Another reason for the prop­
osal, according to Zdzienicki, is 
low enrollment. Last Jan., only 
500 students were enrolled in the 
winter session. Zdzienicki be­
lieved the reason for low enrol­
lment was that winter sessions 
do not offer courses that fill 
students’ major or GER require­
ments.
Dr. Lois Guthrie, FSC Pres­
ident, agreed with this. Guthrie 
said “there are interested stu­
dents, but the right courses 
aren’t being offered. The main 
reason students take courses 
over the winter or summer is to 
make up courses they need.”
Guthrie however opposes the 
bill raising the point that with 
the shortened winter break, 
there wouldn’t be enough time 
to process applications for 
incoming students. -
Dr. Jack Sacher who also 
opposes the bill, said, “the 
original purpose of the winter 
session is to provide innovative 
and experimental courses and 
not courses that just fill require­
ments.” He called the SGA’s 
arguments ‘unconvincing’ and 
said that the poll was not a fair 
indication of real student opin­
ion.
Students wishing to voice an 
opinion for or against these 
proposals may contact the SGA 
office.
Dr. Kay Wilkins of the 
French Department and Mr. 
Jose Magdalene of Career Ser­
vices proposed a unique pro­
gram for incoming freshmen. 
Through this program, students 
would have the chance to meet 
faculty members and chairper­
sons in an informal, social 
atmosphere. corn, on pg. 3
Watters is 
diagnosed
Doctors at Columbia Presb­
yterian Hospital in New York 
have diagnosed President 
Walters as having a brain 
tumor. He will be undergoing 
radiation treatment on an 
outpatient basis over the next 
6 to 8 weeks. Walters is ex­
pected to return to work 
within 6 months.
The three vice presidents 
have assumed leadership for 
the present time. The Board 
of Trustees will make further 
arrangements at its November 
5 meeting.________________
Blanton decorations catch fire
By Drita Ftera
Correspondent
Blanton Hall experienced 
another fire at 4:50 am on Oct. 
23, exactly two weeks after the 
previous one. A Halloween 
display in the cafeteria of dried 
corn husks, hay, and pumpkins 
caught fire. No one was serious­
ly injured.
Blanton Hall Director Ms. 
Mary Ann Grundy and'campus 
policeman Paul Cell suffered 
very mild cases of smoke inha­
lation and were treated at the 
medical center.
The fire was put out by Cell 
and others using fire extin-
guishers.
“Incidents on campus are 
always high on Thur. night 
because of alcohol,” said 
Grundy. She believes both fires 
were started by guests. She 
blamed negligence and inability 
to handle adult freedom.
Grundy said, “One resident 
claims to have seen someone 
throw a cigarette over one of 
the balconies at 1:30 am.” She 
does not know if this was the 
cause of the fire.
One of the effects of the two 
fires, according to Dr. Ruth 
Lugo-Alvarez, Director of Res­
idence life is that a fire drill will 
be given soon in each of the five
dorms.
Grundy says more fire, safety, 
and health maintenence inspec­
tions will be given. Inspections 
of sprinklers, extinguishers, fire 
safety guidelines may occur 
more often, giving students a 24- 
hour notice beforehand.
There will also be stricter 
enforcement of regulations 
dealing with guest passes. 
Ideally, guests must be accom­
panied by the resident that signs 
them in at all times. Grundy said 
that now the regulations will be 
strictly enforced with fines given 
to those who don't obey.
Panel addresses co-op
Inside the Montclarion
The Sicilian gets a one- 
star review, pg. 10
Indians rebound to 
beat Salisbury State.
pg. 16
LASO sponsors “Latin 
Month.” pg. 3.
An Editorial on MSC’s 
winter session, pg. 8.
never really gone hungry. I can 
understand what SPR was 
trying to do, but you don’t even 
have to go as far as Ethiopia 
to see hunger. Even here in 
America people are hungry. I 
wanted to fast to see how it 
felt...it didn’t feel good.”
By Michael Bullerdick
Correspondent_____________
A strong background in the 
^liberal arts and specific expe­
rience are what companies look 
for in candidates, said a panel 
that contained hiring and re­
cruiting personnel of firms at a 
lecture in the Student Center 
ballroom.
The speakers who represent­
ed companies with branches in 
the metropolitan area, told an 
audience of two hundred stu­
dents that general knowledge 
attained through a liberal arts 
program plus an internship 
experience are the keys to 
beginning career success. ,
With regard to recruitment 
the panel said the marketplace 
is unpredictable and companies 
never know who their next 
client will be or where their next 
move will take them. To play 
it safe they are hiring people 
who are knowledgeable in a 
variety of areas and who can 
adapt to a varied environments.
They added that ‘on the job’ 
specifics would come gradually 
and that companies are pleased 
with students who have practi­
cal work experience.
The panel unanimously 
agreed that the co-op program
was the best place to combine 
classroom learning with work 
related experience to gain the 
competitive edge.
“No company is expecting a 
youngster right out of college 
to be an expert, but they are 
looking for someone with some 
experience,” said Christibne 
Uhre, a spokeswoman for Sub­
urban Newspapers of Northern 
NJ.
She said “The coop program 
is a way of gaining that expe­
rience, a way of beating the 
catch-22 situation. A coop 
experience helps keep your 
name from being just one more 
of thousands, in a pile of endless 
resumes.”
For coop participants at 
MSC, the program means more 
than valuable work experience, 
it means the security that comes 
with a job promise. Statistics 
show that 73% of all coop 
participants are offered full time 
positions by their employers.
Wanda Brown., of IBM, said 
her employment directors are- 
not just looking for computer 
programmers. She said they 
jump at people whose resumes 
list a liberal arts background
and some experience.
She said, “At IBM, we hire 
all majors, from business people 
for our accounting dept, to 
writers for our public relations 
team. Most of all though we 
look for people with enthusi­
asm, and there’s no better way 
to prove you’ve got it than by 
participating in the coop pro­
gram.”
Jim Goodness, of Mutual 
Benefit Life agreed with the 
other panelists and added that 
the coop program should also 
be viewed as an exploratory 
approach to career develop­
ment, where students can see the 
entire picture and decide for 
themselves whether to pursue a 
career in a particular field.
Goodness elaborated, “When 
I graduated from college an 
English major, I told myself the 
New York Times would need 
my skills. Unfortunately, the 
Times didn’t think so, and I was 
stuck. Then, I discovered the 
world of corporate communica­
tions. A coop experience would 
have made that discovery a 
whole lot easier.”
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TEMPORARY
EMPLOYMENT
to w ork
PRINCETON SKI SHOP'S 
GIANT STADIUM SKI SALE
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE 
DAYS
AND EVENING,
HOURS
November 14-22 
HIGH PAY!
Call
(201) 843-3900
FOREVER TAN
Keep Your Summer Glow 
260 Bellevue Ave.
Upper Moniduir, NJ
Above the Bellevue Theatre 7 8 3 - 0 0 7 7
1/2  Price Tanning SpedaC
Join any package at regular price and receive any package (ess 
than or equal to that value for 1 /2  price at time of renewal 
(With this coupon)
(Cannot Be used in conjunction with any other special or discount)
Empires Elec. 31 ,1987
ART. DRAFTING & DESIGN STUDENTS.
We have the Tools
for your Success.
Bring your Back to 
School lists to 
Koenig Art Emporium 
where you'll find 
everything you 
need from brushes, 
pads, paints, & 
T-squares to tables, 
lamps & chairs.
Artist Supplies • Custom Framing
Student Discount w/ID 
Except Sale Items 
' Willowbrook Mall 
■ Across From Sam Goody
LA SO ’s ‘Latin 
month’ in Nov.
By Dennis Campbell
Staff Writer
The Latin American Stu­
dents’ Organization (LASO) of 
MSC is celebrating No­
vember as “Latin M onth.” 
LASO will sponsor various 
activities connected to Latin 
culture. Latin month replaces 
Latin Week that takes place 
every April.
Miguel Fernandez, president 
of LASO, said, “There was a 
need to bring to the campus 
community and the general 
public a greater variety of events 
that would better highlight the 
Latin culture, this could only be 
achieved by expanding our 
format. Having a month long 
celebration of activities seems 
the logical solution.”
The theme of this years cele­
bration is “Latinos Unidos, a 
tribute to Spain the mother 
country.”
President of MSC Donald E. 
Walters has designated No­
vember Hispanic-American 
Heritage month.
LASO kicks off its Latin 
month celebration with a flag 
raising ceremony. The cerem­
ony will be conducted by Dr. 
Joanne Englebert of the Span­
ish/ Italian Dept, at 11:30 am on 
Nov.2 at the flag pole on College 
Avenue.
Ind. studies 
open house
OnThur., Nov. 19, from 10:00 
am-3:00 pm, the Industrial 
Studies Department will hold 
an “Come and discover” open 
house for the college commun­
ity. Staff, faculty and students 
are encouraged to participate in 
the seminars and demonstra­
tions.
The opening banquet takes 
place in the Student Center 
Ballrooms at 12:30 pm on 
Nov.2. “Wandering Minstrels,” 
a trio of native Spanish college 
students will provide musical 
entertainment.
The scheduled events for the 
rest of Latin month are:
Nov.5: Trip to Squibb gallery 
in Princeton.
Nov.9: LASO and College Life 
Union Board (CLUB)co- 
sponsor lecture on “Racial 
justice” presented by Kay 
Logan.
Nov. 10: Essex county Hispanic 
Women’s Association fashion 
show in Memorial Auditorium. 
Nov. 12: Symbolic “Spanish 
funeral march” to focus atten­
tion on the “English Only5’ bill. 
Nov. 16: Mass for unity.
Nov. 18: CLUB movie “Ballads 
of Gregorio Valdez.”
Nov. 19: Latin music at the 
Rathskellar.
Nov.21: Orchestra 007 per­
forms.
Nov.22: Alumni dinner.
Nov.24: LASO and Class One 
Concerts (C1C) present Roy 
Brown in concert.
Faculty Senate
cont. from pg. 1.
Magdalene also proposed 
setting up an organized system 
to deal with sexual harassment 
of students from professors.
Complaints were aired about 
the Office of Graduate Admis­
sions at the meeting.
Since graduate courses are 
offered only at night, many 
members felt that the office 
should be open more often at
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Drop-in cen ter  ce leb ra tes  
its  fifteen th  an iversary
By Michael Bullerdick
Correspondent_____________
On Sunday, Oct. 25, the 
Drop-in Center’s founders and 
current staff came together 
to celebrate 15 years of service 
to MSC and the surround­
ing communuity.
The Drop-in Center was 
opened in 1972. It is a 24-hour 
peer counseling, information 
and referral service which serves 
anyone who calls or drops in.
Volunteer staff members are 
graduates or undergraduates 
from every major. Each volun­
teer is well trained in the reflec­
tive counseling technique deve­
loped by psychologist Carl 
Rogers.
Elaine Yaccarino, the pro­
gram’s current director, said the 
reflective approach to counsel­
ing is not a professional psycho­
logical approach.
“Clients find their own 
answers here. With the reflective 
approach, staff members ask 
open-ended questions and con­
duct meetings in a. way that 
allows the client to answer his 
or her own questions and prob­
lems.”
Karen Dorbzynski, a counse­
lor and the program’s public 
relations chairperson, said the 
staff members go through in­
tense training sessions on a 
variety of topics.
Volunteers are required to 
attend lectures, watch and listen 
to experienced counselors, par­
ticipate in role playing games 
and practice in mock sessions 
before coming in contact with 
real clients. ________________
Though the most difficult 
training is concerned with crisis 
situations, Yaccarino said the 
center is not just a crisis center 
and it handles all situations.
“We handle anything here,” 
she said, “And if we can’t, we 
make referrals. We’ve made 
referrals for anything from 
psychologists and lawyers to 
places where people can get 
helium balloons.”
She added that trust and 
goodwill has been built because 
the center handles all situations 
great and small. “Because peo­
ple come in here for regular 
things, transportation prob­
lems, let’s say, they feel com­
fortable calling or coming in 
here later with larger problems.”
One indicator of success is the 
attention the program continues 
to receive from other colleges 
and universities.
Yaccarino said that in the 
past, Seton Hall University, 
Rutgers University at Newark 
and William Paterson College 
have all come to the Drop-in 
Center to learn and develop 
programs of their own or better 
the ones they already have.
Another indicator of success, 
and one sure to be discussed at 
Sunday’s reunion, is the center’s 
record of participation last 
spring in an emergency suicide 
prevention program in Bergen- 
field, New Jersey.____________
night. The FSC also stated that 
the office is far behind in 
processing admissions applica­
tions.
Mrs. Margaret Mukheijee, 
Director of the Office of Grad-
uate Admissions, admits there 
were problems over the 
summer. Mukherjee said that 
many people had retired or quit 
at the same time and often there 
were only two temporary em-
Cornell University’s Profes­
sor Leo Flannigan asked staff 
members to aid troubled 
youths, their families, and the 
families of those Bergenfield 
students that had already com­
mitted suicide.
“The schedule was a hectic 
one with the staff being split 
between Bergenfield and Mont­
clair,” said Yaccarino. “But 
caring and determination kept 
the staff going until the Bergen 
Cou nty Mental Health Associa­
tion could get a program of their 
own organized and take over.”
At this stage of the program’s 
history, the center handles 
approximately 800 to 1,000 
clients a month who either call 
or walk in. Of this number, only 
about one-third of the situations 
encountered can be labeled 
crisis or near crisis situations.
“The center is a success and 
it has survived for 15 years,” 
Yaccarino said, “because the 
goals to serve have always been 
the same, the volunteers have 
always been well trained and 
they have always cared. What­
ever is said here, stays here. In 
the end, we never ask for thanks. 
People go on their way and we 
hope the best for them.”
Those who are interested in 
becoming a staff member or 
those who wish to be counseled 
may drop in or call 893-5271. 
The Drop-in Center is the small 
house located between the Stu- 
dent Center and Richardson.
ployees doing the paperwork.
She stressed that the prob­
lems were being resolved and 
new staff had been hired and 
a new automated system has 
been installed.
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C la ss tw o s  fa c e  fu n d  sh ortage
Mike Heelan
Staff Writer
¡Photos by Wally Acuna
At last night’s SGA meeting, 
Jeannie Lamboy, SGA treasur­
er, reported to the Legislature 
on the status of the association’s 
accounts. “Currently, the SGA 
unappropriated surplus line is 
suffering a net loss of $27,021. 
This will be remedied when the 
discrepancy in the amount of 
SGA fees owed to us by the 
college is cleared up,” Lamboy 
stated. The lack of funds in the 
account will affect all class two 
organizations. No money will be 
available for appropriations 
until the college forwards a
Eye on MSC
Students find time between 
studying and midter?n$-,.to 
relax in the gameroii&EL At 
top, Andrew Goldman 
shoots some pool while Greg 
Katzer, botftj.rn., plays a video 
game.
’■2
rf-«*. >.
RISKY BUSINESS CAFE
24 Plaudervllle Avenue, Garfield
PRESENTS:
OUR FALL LIN E-U P
SUNDAYS: Restaurant W orker's N ig h t-  
S i. 00 bar drinks
MONDAYS: Monday Night Football Party 
Complimentary Buffet 
$1.00 bar Buds 
TUESDAYS: Pool Tourney 
(8:00pm start) 
WEDNESDAYS: Ladies Night 
$1.00 bar drinks 
DJ music
THURSDAYS: College Night 
$1.00 bar drinks 
w/ valid College (D
FRIDAYS AND SATURDAYS: Dance with DJ
Ron
Phone: 478-9848  
Please call fo r directions
JOIN/
The Montclarion
...it's never too late!
¥,  . W  - a i i * . -If you enjoy: ,
— Writing
—• Photography
— Graphic arts
— Proofreading
— Layout 
—- Paste-up
Stop by our office
We welcome new 
members all year 
round. It’s never too 
late to join.
And remember 
English, Journalism, 
Communications, Art 
students...
IT LOOKS GOOD 
ON YOUR
RESUME!!!
1 Class One ot the SGA
check to the SGA.
An additional $1,100 was 
approved from the MTA for 
Sigma Phi Rho. The group is 
sponsoring a trip to attend the 
Howard University Homecom­
ing in Washington D.C. on
The SGA passed a revised bill 
concerning an appropriation of 
$474 from the Montclair Trans­
portation Authority (MTA) 
which was originally vetoed by 
President Rob Acerra. The
Panzer Student Association is 
sponsoring a trip to Atlantic 
City.
Saturday, November 7. Inter­
ested students may purchase 
tickets for either/trip on the 
second floor o f the Student 
Center in the near future.
In other news, a class III 
charter yas granted by the 
Legislature to the Bowling club 
for the,<1987-89 academic years. 
A class III charter was granted 
to the Jewish Student Union for 
the 1987-89 school years.
Residents arrested for 
the possesion of drugs
By Jill Ficarra
Correspondent
At approximately 5:00 pm on 
Oct. 18, two residents were 
arrested for possession of ma­
rijuana and two others were 
arrested for‘^ possession of-ma- 
rijuana and drug paraphanafia. 
A court hearing is pending..
On Oct. 23, at approximatly 
4:45 am, a fire broke out in the 
Blanton Hall cafeteria. It was 
believed to have been started by 
a cigarette thrown over the 
balcony of one of the floors 
above the cafeteria. Halloween 
decorations caught fire which 
generated smoke throughout 
the building.- i
Residents were evacuated^Qf
two hours until the smoke 
cleared. There was no serious 
building damage, although 
some matresses and personal 
property will have to be re­
placed due to water damage.
On Oct. 16 and 21, faculty 
members witnessed two stu­
dents breaking the Webster 
Road gate. Both students were 
caught and must pay restitution.
At approximatly 12:00 am on 
Oct. 18, a Domino’s pizza 
delivery vehicle was stolen from 
the Bohn hall fire zone. It was 
discovered within ten minutes in 
front bf a private home on 
Cjove Road. -
« < r\J  \ »
w  Earn Up To $10,000 
While You’re 
Earning Your Degree
We’re UPS. and when it comes to part-time positions that offer flexible schedules, top wages 
and company benefits, we really deliver.
Openings exist for people to load and unload packages You’ll work 4 to 5 hours daily. 5 days 
a week. The hours and the days are up to you
Our salaries start at an impressive $8 per hour Then, after just six months, you're entitled to 
excellent benefits that include medical, dental, vision and prescription drug plans In addition, 
we offer a clean, safe and friendly environment 
Put yourself in a position that really pays off!
Apply at the Student Center on November 19, 1987, 11AM-2PM  
IF UNABLE TO MEET WITH US ON CAMPUS. PLEASE APPLY IN PERSON:
H
IF YOU’D LIKE TO WORK IN SECAUCUS: 
Monday & Wednesday, 9A M -11 AM 
Tuesday & Thursday, 2PM-4PM  
Monday-Friday, 6PM-8PM  
493 County Avenue, Secaucus, NJ 
or call to arrange an interview: 
201-330-2315
IF YOU’D LIKE TO WORK IN SADDLE BROOK: 
Tuesday & Thursday, 2PM-4PM  
Monday & Wednesday, 6PM-8PM  
280 Midland Avenue 
Saddle Brook, NJ 
or call to arrange an interview: 
201-864-1200
IF YOU'D LIKE TO WORK IN PARSIPPANY: 
Monday-Friday, 11AM-2PM, 3PM-5PM  
799 Jefferson Road, Paraippany, NJ 
■— - j-—  or call to arrange an interview: 
f—9 r —! 201-428-2227
UpS United Parcel Service
'*■ Equal Opportunity Employer M F
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PU1V TH€ HOD!
Explore employment Options 
Immediate Openings 
flexible Schedules
$100—BONUS
After 80 Hours Work 
(New Apps. Only With This fid) 
fleet., Admin., Bkkpg., Clerical, Cust. Service, 
Data entry, Reception, Secretarial, Typing, 
Word Processing....
Ul€ OFFCR:
♦Superior Pay Rotes 
♦Vacation/Holiday Pay 
♦Additional Bonus Plan 
♦Optional Insurance Package 
♦Convenient Local Assignments
Call Wendy a t 256-2444
Steeple Temporary Services 
25 Notch Rd., Little Foils, NJ 
(Near Montdoir/Clifton - Volley 
Rd.)
^ _________N€V€R R F€€_________ ^
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THE STUDENT INTRAMURAL AND LEISURE COUNCIL
SILC
PRESENTS
FALL
VOLLEVBALL
CO-REC
MENS/WOMENS
BEGINNING: MONDAV, NOVEMBER 16, 1987  
TEAM CAPTAINS MEETINGS: NOVEMBER 9, 1987
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BACKGAMMON TOURNAMENT: WEDNESDAY, NOV. II, n  
1987 IN THE STUDENT CENTER CAFE. BEGINNING □  
AT 4PM □
APPLICATIONS AND INFORMATION AVAILABLE AT 5  
THE FOLLOWING OFFICES:
SILC
SC ANNEX RM 121
8 9 3 -5 2 4 5
STUDENT ACTIVITIES
SC RM 4 0 0  
8 9 3 -4 4 1 2
FIELDHOUSE
8 9 3 -7 4 9 4
SILC IS A CLASS I OF THE S6A
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Here’s an invitation 
from all of us to try our 
new restaurant.
Join us at M ontclair’s new est restaurant, J.B. W in b er ie— 
the place w here good  food, good  w ine, and good friends  
com e togeth er  naturally.
1 7 & M n 6 e / t t e r
RESTAURANT AND BAR
Corner of S. Park & Church Streets 
Across from Hahne’s. • 744-0402
J.Ii. Winberie. Where the food is special, and so are you.
American Cxfires  ^and other majdr-credit*cards-hont>red! 1 •
144-3857
260 BELLEVUE AVENUE, UPPER KOWTCLWR, N. J. 07062
Nexr to FOREVER TAN
♦SET OF TIP5 & WRAPS $40.00
reg.$65
♦SET OF WRAPS $30.00 
req. $40
♦AIRBRUSHING ART & MANICURE $15.00 
reg. $24
GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE ONLY'VITH THIS COUPON
♦EXPIRES 1 1 /26 /87
Bl 6  B E El El -PI ^LJl_Jl.
Part-Time Sales?
With Management Potential
America's Largest Sofabed Specialist 
$6.00 per hour plus commission 
Excellent exposure into retail world 
Good appearance, outgoing 
Jity and conscientious work 
: habits necessary
Experience Needed
We are open 68 hrs Sat. 10-6
Mon. thru Fri. 10-9 Sun. 12-5
Pick up your hours
Jennifer Convertibles
C ontact Mr. Falk: 201-343-0300
No
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editorial
Defrosting winter courses
If the thought of registering for a winter class leaves you shivering 
in your boots, you’re not alone.
Enrollment for winter sessions courses seems to have entered 
a deep freeze. Student interest has declined significantly. But should 
we attribute the decline to the students, the faculty or the 
administration? It’s quite possible it’s a combination of all three.
As this week’s front page article reports, the Faculty Senate 
ruled in favor of keeping the winter session 2 -9. The Montclarion 
agrees, but sees a need for improvement in the current situation.
Winter session was originally designed to allow departments 
to offer courses of an unusual nature. Faculty members with special 
interests in their fields could offer their knowledge to the students 
without competing with standard semester courses for enrollment. 
This isn’t the case anymore.
For starters, the course selection doesn’t appear to offer much. 
When people envision expanding their horizons, Basketweaving 
101 doesn’t quite offer a “real world” alternative. For some odd 
reason the majority of students are awfully concerned with fulfilling 
General Education Requirements as well as major classes.
Another reason for the lack of interest may be the opportunity 
offered by the lengthy winter break. Students in search of the 
cash they can no longer get through student aid often believe 
that paying next semester’s bills is also important.
The administration could do its part to encourage the use of 
winter break as a learning opportunity. For a five week period, 
the academic calendar becomes a frozen wasteland. Another 
important factor is housing. How are students expected to take 
an interest in winter session and serious study if they have to 
worry about moving all their belongings twice in thirty five days. 
The administration should unfreeze the budget.
We hope that serious consideration will be given to developing 
a credible winter sessions program for the future.
MSC wishes W atters 
a speedy recovery
On behalf of the entire Student Government Association, 
\nc.,The M ontclarion  extends its best.wishes for a speedy recovery 
to Dr. Walters and his family. The support of those who care 
can be just as important as the skills of a doctor.
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Babbling with a broker
By now everyone is aware of the current stock 
market roller-coaster ride. But what does it mean 
to “non-business” people?
Big market players with names like Walton 
are losing a fortune, but what about the rest of 
us? How does this affect the everyday Joe on 
the street?
The so-called “experts” tell us not to worry, 
the market will rally, no one will have to stand 
on soup lines. But aren’t these “experts” the same 
people responsible for this mess? Hmmm . . .
They tell us “It’ll bounce back. It can’t go any 
lower.” But change the channel or turn the page 
and there’s another “expert” saying, “I really don’t 
know. Everyone is panicking. It’s tough to tell 
at this point.”
I know a broker who seems to be quite 
easygoing about the whole affair. “How is this 
affecting you?” I asked.
“Well, I’m not going to be buying that shiny 
new yellow Corvette I had my sights set on.”
“Why?” I asked.
“Well, the money is no longer there. It was, 
but now it’s gone.”
“Sorry to hear that. Tell me something. This 
whole “Black Monday” business, it is going to 
affect little ol’ me, isn’t it?”
“Oh sure,” he said, a slight grin crawling over 
his yuppie face. He was obviously happy he wasn’t 
going down alone.
“But I don’t play the market. I have no 
intentions of investing in the market. Hell, I don’t 
• even own a credit card! Why should I have to 
pay?”
“Because you’re part of the economy. The 
economy is shrinking. Ergo, you have to pay.”
“But it’s not fair!” I protested.
“Neither is life, buddy.”
“O.K. then, I’m going to feel the crunch. How?” 
’ “Well, it’ll start slow. First, the bank will 
foreclose on your house. Then . . .”
“But I don’t own a house. I live with my folks.”
“O.K., you want to be technical about it, your 
parents’ hoqse, That means yon and your family 
will be Out dil.the streets. You’ll probably be
reduced to begging for a morsel of bread. Then 
it’ll start to get rough.”
“Wait,” I said, “You’re kidding, right?”
“Yes, I’m kidding. How do you expect us 
stockbrokers to stay sane?”
“Get serious for a second.”
“O.K., how can I explain this? You’re still in 
college, right?”
“Yes,” I said.
“Well, when you graduate, maybe there won’t 
be a job for you. You see, the Ph.D that graduated 
last year who was driving a taxi cab lost his job 
because the taxi company went out of business. 
So now he becomes a messenger for the agency 
you thought you were going to get a job with 
because he has experience and you don’t. 
Understand?”
“Kinda.”
“It’s like musical chairs, or that cat food 
commercial where there’s ten cats and nine bowls 
of cat food. A cat eats from the first bowl, the 
cat originally eating from the first bowl moves 
to the second bowl, and so on.”
“I get it. Like supply and demand.”
“Exactly!” he said.
It was beginning to sound depressing. Here 
at MSC we have all these wonderful fresh-faced 
college students about to pounce on the job 
market. Will there be jobs waiting to be pounced 
on?
I figured I’d change the subject.
“What are you doing for Halloween?”
“Going to a party.”
“Are you dressing up?”
“Of course. What’s Halloween without a 
costume?”
“What are you going as?” I asked.
“Oh, I figured I’d just glue a target to my back 
and go as a stockbroker.”
I laughed. He was finding humor in all this. 
That made me realize things couldn’t be all that 
bad. Serious definitely, but if we can find a way 
to laugh, well find a way to solve the problem.
Pasquale DiFulco 
Managing Editor
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Rob’s Remarks . . .
Who’s the boss?
Since the separation in the Student Activities Office 
nearly ten months ago, there seems to be only one 
question on the mouths of students and employees 
within the Student Center: Who’s the boss?
During the winter, the director of campus 
recreation and the directors of both student activities 
and the student center left their positions. No problem, 
right? One would just assume these positions would 
be filled.
Wrong! The positions were not filled. Furthermore, 
while the Division of Student Affairs was to maintain 
control of the Student Activities staff, the Student 
Center staff would now be under the direction of 
the Office of Administration and Finance.
What was a twelve person staff within Student 
Activities was now reduced to four. This separation 
left the Class One organizations and the Student 
Government in the dark. With two of the four 
individuals solely responsible for campus recreation, 
ten Class Ones are left with little professional guidance 
or assistance. This has resulted in several problems.
Problems? What problems? During the SGA’s first 
Executive Board meeting on June 1, a plan was 
proposed which would make more efficient use of 
our current space. The initial plan involved the 
reallocation of only SGA offices, which prior to “the 
split” was a matter the SGA would handle internally. 
Well, four months later I find the SGA less four 
offices.
Problems? What problems? I find out through a 
memo that college maintenance is now requiring a 
deposit on tables, which student organizations 
primarily use for bagel sales. Certain organizations 
which already have contracts through the Student
Center may still be required to pay this deposit. 
Student Affairs says they will make good on any 
student damages by providing an all-encompassing 
deposit. Administration and Finance says, “No good. 
They have bad credit!”
Problems? What problems? Recently five bulletin 
boards were put up in the Student Center. After three 
years of complaining about the lack of posting space, 
the students felt someone was finally listening. Yet, 
no sooner did the SGA receive word that these were 
general posting boards, than Cooperative Education 
snatched one board for its own use. The SGA was 
then told it could have three boards for use. We 
proceeded to hang various posters and flyers. After 
returning to the Student Center from a weekend, 
everything we had previously posted was gone. I asked 
some questions, got no answers, and decided to rehang 
the posters. Forgive and forget, right?
Upon returning from a five day conference last 
night, I was dismayed to find a Career Services 
calendar bolted to one of our boards.
Throughout these incidents Student Affairs has 
taken one side of the issue and Administration and 
Finance the other. The Class Ones and the SGA are 
caught in the middle of a tug-of- war. We are being 
pulled by two sides, neither of which has any answers.
Why don’t the students have a student center 
director, director of student activities, or a director 
of campus recreation? Return MSC to the level of 
other state institutions. Let the students and 
employees know whom to turn to for answers.
It’s unfortunate that I have to resort to writing 
an editorial on bulletin boards, tables and office space. 
It’s the Student Center; let the students have a say 
about their building.
H ie world 
is waiting.
B ean
exchange
student.
International Youth 
Exchange, a Presidential 
Initiative for peace, sends 
teenagers like you to live 
abroad with host families. 
Go to new  schools. Make 
new friends.
If you’re between 15 
and 19 and want to help 
bring our world together, 
send for information.
Write: YOUTH EXCHANGE 
Pueblo, Colorado 81009
SIlThe International Youth Exchange.
CLIFFS NOTES 
ARE HERE!
Get the ones
Available at The College Store
You should know 
about new e.p.t. stick 
test. It’s the fast and easy 
way to find out if you’re 
pregnant. Or not. And 
you find out in private.
If the stick turns pink, 
you’re pregnant. If it stays 
white, you’re not. It’s that 
simple.
If you have any 
questions about e.p.t., call 
us toll free 1-800-562-0266. 
In New Jersey, call collect 
(201)540-2458.
e.p.t. The first and 
most trusted name in 
pregnancy testing.
Introducing 
new e.p.t.® stick test.
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arts/entertainment
A t the movies
Cimino guilty of overkill
By Tom Boud
Correspondent
After a century of trying to 
eliminate the mafia, the U.S. 
and Western European govern­
ments realize that their efforts 
were insufficient. The same 
holds true for The Sicilian, a 
gloomy and confusing mess 
about a hero seeking to termi­
nate the influence of the 1949 
Sicilian syndicate.
Cristopher Lambert is Salva­
tore Guiliano, a political rebel. 
He gets the idea of organizing 
a band of insurgents which takes 
the land and money from the 
wealthy mafia and gives it to the 
poor.
Guiliano does not stand un­
opposed. He runs into Don 
Croce (Joss Ackland), the 
Darth Vader of the syndicate. 
Croce’s mission is to either 
convert Guiliano to his side or 
kill him.
Lambert is too easy-going for 
a rebel leader. Aside from a few 
shoot ’em up scenes, he comes 
across as too restrained. Lam­
bert also lacks the personality 
and charisma necessary for this 
kind of role.
Joss Ackland’s portrayal of 
Don Croce is awful. He is 
devoid of feeling and vivacity. 
In fact, I don’t know how he 
landed the part. Ackland looks 
more like a retired baseball club 
owner than a menacing god- 
father.
The plot kicks off with a bang 
but quickly nosedives to a 
monotonously long period of 
conversation and mountainside 
meetings lasting the duration of 
the film.
Even the violence failed to 
deliver excitement. Director 
Michael Cimino’s does not juice 
things up with the suspense. 
Instead, he uses muddled story-
telling and lifeless characters 
topped off with ineffective 
interaction.
If this is intolerable, then 
imagine the near-total abscence 
of theme music. There was often 
opportunity for fantastic back­
ground music, but silence 
reigned. This was a poor con­
trast to what little action existed 
in the first place.
Suprisingly, the photography 
is the best asset in this film. It 
is the only asset. The moviegoer 
gets to see beautiful architecture 
and great nature scenes.
Cimino tried to imitate The 
Godfather but didn’t succeed. 
The defunct plot, off-key acting 
and characters, conspicuous 
non-existence of exitement, 
poorly done gun battles, and 
immobile direction ruined what 
could have been a fantastic 
show. It is a perfect example of 
cinematic overkill. I give it one 
star.
Short Cuts
h appen in gs
Gypsy Night
An evening of arias and songs in celebration of the Halloween 
spirit will be presented by the voice students of Metropolitan 
opera soprano Teresa Kubiak on Fri. Oct. 30 at 8 pm in the 
McEachem Recital Hall.
Admission is free. For more information call 893-5112.
Chamber Music Society
On Fri. evening, Nov. 6 at 8:30 pm, the New Jersey Chamber 
Music Society will present a concert of works ranging from 
the Baroque period through the Twentieth Century.
Tickets for the performance, presented at the Union 
Congregational Church, are $11 for adults, $6 for students and 
can be ordered by calling 746-6068.
Faculty Recital
Don Butterfield presents a tuba recital Sat. Oct 31 at 8 pm 
in the Me Eachem Recital Hall.
Admission is free.
Travelogue Series Begins
The Willaims Center in Rutherford begins its Travelogue 
Series with castle-hopping in France, courtesy of the Travel 
Theater production Once Upon a Royal River on Sat. Oct. 
31, at 3 pm.
Tickets are $4. For more information call the Williams Center 
box office at 939-6969, Mon.-Fri., 1-5 pm.
Roger Hodgson-//ai7/a) (A&M)
At first listen, Hat Hai, Roger 
Hodgson’s second album after 
splitting from the band he co­
founded, Supertramp, is a 
major disappointment. With 
none of the lush textures or 
deeply emotional vocals of 
Hodgson’s first solo LP, In the 
Eye o f the Storm, it just didn’t 
sound like much of an album.
After a few listens, while Hai 
Hai doesn’t turn into a master­
piece, it does prove to be not 
so bad after all. It just isn’t 
overwhelming.
Hai Hai just plays through at 
a nice pace, a little catchiness 
here, some minimally effective 
rock touches there, a ballad in 
between, and then the album’s 
over. There are some pretty 
good melodies, but nothing 
spectacular.
One of the things Hodgson 
does do right here is bring back 
the deeply rich Fender-Rhodes 
keyboard sound that was om­
nipresent on Supertramp’s 1979 
mega-hit album, Breakfast in 
America (doesn’t everyone have 
that album?).
What’s disappointing about 
this album, however, is Hodg­
son’s singing. Past efforts 
showed him to be a master at 
sounding vulnerable, his whin­
ing becoming a worthy trade­
mark.
Here, Hodgson delivers in a 
deadpan style, sounding as if 
he’s reading from a lyric sheet. 
When he does try to sing with 
some emotion it sounds forced 
and is very uneffective.
While “You Make Me Love 
You” is delightful and is already 
receiving airplay, it still doesn’t 
compare with anything off 
Breakfast in America. Hodgson
should rip up the lyrics, get 
inspired, and start all over 
again. Then we might have 
something here.
-Roy Nelson
Sting-...Nothing Like The Sun 
(A&M)
“Didja hear Sting’s new 
album yet?”
“Yeah, it’s excellent!” 
“Really. Except for a few 
things.”
“What, you mean like the fact 
that you can’t hear Eric Clapton 
or Mark Knopfler playing gui­
tar on ‘They Dance Alone,’ but 
you can hear the bass line loud 
and clear?”
“Yeah, that’s one thing.” 
“Isn’t ‘Fragile’ a beautiful 
song though? You can hear the 
guitar loud and clear on that, 
so guess who plays it?”
“Ol’ Stingo, right?”
“Yep. Great liner notes 
though. What about ‘English­
man in New York’? It’s silly, 
but it’s still a fun tune.”
“I like ‘Rock Steady.” Real 
reggae influence.”
“For my money, ‘Sister 
Moon’ is the best song on the 
album.”
“Albums.”
“Yeah, really. Why did he 
make it a double album?' It’s 
under 55 minutes total.”
“Well, you know Sting and 
his ego. If only he wasn’t so 
talented. But there’s no denying 
his talent.”
“Really. 'I guess everybody is 
going to buy the record, so so 
much for deflating his ego.” 
“Yeah, really.”
“Maybe he’ll make a bad 
album next time.”
“Yeah, maybe.”
“Nahhh.”
-Pasquale DiFulco
Supertramp - Free as a Bird 
(A&M)
Since their split in 1983, 
Supertramp and Roger Hodg­
son have made a habit of 
releasing their albums at iden­
tical times. It’s only fitting that 
both get reviewed in the same 
week, right?
Supertram p seems to be 
going through the motions after 
a sensational effort with Brother 
Where You Bound in 1985. 
Where Hodgson’s LP is lacking 
in everything but music, Rick 
Davies has faltered in that 
department for Supertramp. 
His lyrics never were as inspired 
as Hodgson’s, but they prove 
adequate on Free as a Bird.
It’s the music that is for the 
most part mediocre. The LP is 
little more than a collection of 
unimpressive cuts. Maybe this 
is being a little harsh, few songs 
jump out of the grooves like 
1985’s “Cannonball,"“Brother 
Were You Bound” or “Better 
Days.”
Supertramp does step one 
foot ahead of Hodgson with the 
magnificent single, “I’m Beggin’ 
You,” and “An Awful Thing to 
Waste.” Both are pulsating, 
upbeat tunes like “Cannonball,” 
the single complete with a 
chorus of female backing vo­
cals. While the two songs prove 
four minds are better than one 
in the case of the Supertramp 
extended family, the rest of the 
album certainly doesn’t.
Free as a Bird just doesn’t 
sustain any level of quality. 
With completely virtue-less 
fillers like “It Doesn’t Matter,” 
“Where I Stand” and “Thing for 
You,” there’s just not enough 
album left worth listening to.
-Roy Nelson
WMSC Top Ten
1. Gagged but Not Bound
2. Cucumbers.................
3. Widespread Bloodshed.
4. Breakfast is Served . . .
5. Hold Your F ire ..........
6. Provocation.................
7. Upstart Sampler..........
8. Uplift Mofo Party Plan
9. Y o y o ..........................
10. Songs about — ing . . .
................... Albert Lee
....................Cucumbers
...................No Mercy
.................Shaved Pigs
............................. Rush
.............................86
............Various Artists
Red Hot Chili Peppers
..........Bourgeois Tagg
.....................Big Black
Reck-it-RoE Cowt
RaaquaCe DiFuEa*
Hey, guys ’n gals, what’s shakin?...New English import Terence 
Trent D’Arby is the latest Madonna-gone-male to hit the States. 
But dance music without the tarty blonde just doesn’t cut it...At 
last glance, Bruce Springsteen’s Tunnel o f Love was number 
three on the charts. C’mon, guys. Three weeks and it’s not 
number one yet? The Boss must be slippin’...Don’t hold your 
breath waiting for the Geffen Records’ release of the entire 
John Lennon catalog. Seems Capitol owns the rights to the 
work, or so they say. Anyway, the CDs won’t be released until 
the court case is decided...Anyone count how many times 
Michael “You ain’t nothin” Jackson grabs his crotch in the 
“Bad” video? I count six flagrant and a number of light 
brushes...Sting pops right in at number 54 on the album charts, 
but who told him 12 songs is enough for a double LP? Ah, 
well, just see the review in Short Cuts...Pink Floyd, with or 
without Roger Waters, has something going with the CD charts. 
Dark Side o f the Moon already holds the record for most 
weeks on the album and CD charts. Now, A Momentary Lapse 
o f Reason has taken the number one slot on the CD charts. 
Just no stoppin them...Bourgeois Tagg, one of those bands 
with a better name than commercial selling power, has released 
Yoyo, and it’s a surprise. Producer Todd Rundgren has given 
them something more worthwhile than just a catchy name...Last 
week’s trivia answer: T. Rex, The Beatles and The Rolling 
Stones are all mentioned in Mott the Hoople’s “All the Young 
Dudes”...Dis week’s query: Who’s married Maria Elena 
Santiago in 1958?...A big thanks to Jim “Slim” Nicosia, past 
e-n-c, for helping concoct this week’s R-n-R Corner. What a 
guy!¡...Dot’s all...
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Personals
—To the Iotian Pledglings- 
Keep your chins up! Only one 
more week!! Love V.P. Erli.
—To Julie and Karen- I’m so 
glad we talked...yes, yes, right, 
very good, uh-huh...
—To my favorite and only Big 
Sister Karen, and my awesome 
Grand Miss Collins. I love you. 
—To my L’il Sis Ginny- The 
rock looks great! Thank you. 
Love, Renee. P.S. You’re a 
great little!!
—Dear Ginny- You are going 
to make a wonderful PHi Chi 
Omegette! Keep up the good 
work. Love, Russ.
—Wend- I just might sell my 
body the way things are going. 
Thanks for listening! Trice.
—To my little Mun-chi-chi- 
Let’s keep those pledges on their 
toes. There are some that just 
have to go. Love ya, Trice.
—To my Big Sister Renee- 
Thanks 4 everything you’ve 
done so far! I hope I’m doing 
OK. Love, your Little, Ginny. 
—To the pledges of IOTA 
GAMMA XI- You guys were 
great on ride night!! You made 
us proud. Keep it up! Love, 
Pledgemistress Rickard and 
Pledgemistress Notarangelo.
—Dear Mo-reen; roommate, 
awesome friend, and co- 
pledgemistress, We are having 
a great time! Thanks for ever­
ything. Remember, school wprk 
before pledging. Argh, Argh! 
Love, Debbie.
—Gary, Joanmary, Dave, & 
John- Thanks for a rockin’ 
weekend in Penn State.' Look­
ing forward to Buffalo. Love, 
Karen.
—Gary- Close the ** curtains 
and go the ** to bed you ** 
moron!
—Becky- So I hear you and 
Kenny are an item now (but I 
still think Tony is cuter!) Sher. 
—Col, Jeannine, and Beck- 
Could Pizzeria Uno have been 
any more of a disaster?!? Let’s 
do it again. Col needs more 
minestone in her wardrobe! 
Sher.
—To the men of SENATE- 
CONGRATS! Love the sisters 
of Iota Gamma Xi!
—Tony- the one from Don 
Bosco- Now I know you’re a 
freshman, but I want to know 
more! Luv, S.
-T ony- that face could make 
me do almost anything. You 
intrigue me! Luv, S.
—Cookie- Please, no outbursts 
tonight!! Last week was enough, 
thank-you.
—Kar- What can I say? The 
weekend was definitely one 
which has to be added to the 
book. South Street was nice, but 
I’m sure we could have all done 
without the “chunk* of beef!” 
I hope that it was the first and 
last regarding fights! Still bud­
dies?!? I most definitely think 
so. Love ya, Lisa.
—Turtle- You better learn not 
to take things that don’t belong 
to you.
—Trish- Green or no green-111 
always make the effort. Your 
sis, Terri.
—ROPOBOP- Hey You!
—Lori- I know it’s tuff little 
sister, but I’m with you all (he 
way. Luv, Your'A lpha Big 
Sister.
—Hey Doo- I hear you got a 
4.0 in Physics. D at’s right 
ummmmm! Love, Kreuger. 
—Doo you know what his name 
is backwards. YNOT. Why not?
I want him. Kreuger.
—Kreen- I hope things work 
out with you and Fuzzface. 
Chin up Buckaroo! Love, Shell. 
-BRICK - SLIK thinks you’re 
hot! ^  ' '
—Alpha Pledges- We’re proud 
of your hard work. It’s tough 
but keep it up. Halfway there. 
Luv, Spud.
—Dianne, my little sister- You 
are doing a great job, keep up 
the good work. Remember AIX 
is #1. Love, your big sister. 
—Pledges of AIX- We know it’s 
tough work. You are doing 
great. Keep your chins up, it will 
all be worth it in the end. Love, 
Michelle.
—Lisa and Daisy- You’re the 
best suitemates around, but you 
already knew that. Never say we 
didn’t give you a personal. Love, 
Michelle and Kelly.
—Cathy- If I’m the best little 
sis anyone could have, I owe it 
all to you! Thanks. Love, Your 
Little, Terri.
—To all the pledges of Alpha 
Iota Chi and Tau Kappa 
Epsilon- Good Luck, you guys/ 
gals are the best.
—Donna- You have done it in 
Partridge. What’s next, Russ 
Hall!!
—Anti-Pledges Beware!! That’s 
what they say when we’re to­
gether!! I’m having fun; aren’t 
you? CCG.
—To Patty- Good Luck com­
pleting the pledging process. It 
will be worth it. With Love, 
your soon to be Big Sister of 
Alpha Iota Chi!
—To Lori, my Alpha Iota Chi 
Little Sister. It’s half over don’t 
give up now. It’s definitely 
worth it. Good Luck. With love, 
your big sister.
—Mich- Keep smiling! You’re 
doing great!! IOTA #1. Your 
perspective big.
—Debbie and Maureen- You’re 
the greatest pledgemistresses! 
We are proud of you. Keep up 
the great work. Love, the Sisters 
of Iota Gamma Xi.
—Hey Wendi, Jackie, and 
Despina- Are we gonna do 
lunch or what?? DO.
—“Wolf Cryer”- Your song to 
me, “Tender Love,” is mine to 
someone elSe.'Mine to you is 
R.P.’s “Didn’t ¡Mfcan to Turn 
You On.” Sorry. The Gremlin. 
—Doreen- I don’t know what 
I did to deserve your friendship, 
but I’m glad you’re my- best 
friend!! You’re the greatest! 
Love, Jennifer.
—Pledges of IOTA- Stop get­
ting sick! You’ll need your 
health on hell night. Beware!
—Mike Armenti- I love you, 
love you, love you, love you, 
love you! Happy 6th month 
anniversary! Always, Denise.
—N.G.-Thanks for letting me 
be an “experience and inspira­
tion” ^  you and for you. Words 
of wisdom. By the way, Ditto. 
Love you lots.
—J.B.- Never though I’d look 
forward to the 1st amendment 
so much! Thanks for making 
the past few weeks so special. 
P.S. Who is he? Love, your ice 
cream eater.
—Raymond- Play candy- 
colored clown. Play it now. 
Frank Booth.
—To who it may concern: 
Thank you to the person that 
returned my wallet to me. Paul. 
—Lisa H.- I’ve been a sister for 
more than one semester.
—Jo and Tra- Thanks for being 
so understanding and such 
“super“ friends! I guess it’s just 
time for me to stop going “under 
the boardwalk” on a blanket 
with my L.G., C., and S., and 
now just my P. I love you guys! 
Jen.
Rodney and the Purple 
| Phlegm hit the studios again 
i and broke the bounds of good 
| taste. Request “Poontang,” the
| latest release at WMSC.
Penquin- There is no way out 
of this FATAL ATTRAC­
TION How about a STA- 
! KEOl) T before we hit the wail. 
Poiar.
To the sisters of Theta Kappa
past. Let’s make the effort to 
make it last! Love, your vice 
prez.
—To all the couples conducting 
intimate acts of affection in Lot 
30 in the back seats of old 
Chevys. Warning! Bus drivers 
and the police are watching.
—Laurie- Have a fun weekend. 
I’ll miss you, but your heart will 
always be close to mine. See ya 
Sunday. Love ya lots, Pasquale.
—Hey Eds.: St. Louis may 
never be the same when we’re 
through. Let’s rock the joint! 
Pasquale.
—Mike- I like you. Let’s have 
a passionate affair. M.S.
—To my country pumpkin- 
You’re terrific! Love, Steve.
—I’m failing Pre-Calculus 
again. I need a tutor at least 
twice a week. I need a ‘B\ Please 
help me! 783-2198.
—Brothers of Senate- Thanks 
for everything, Mike, Feroz, 
and Steve.
—Stacy- You know, I never 
seem to get tired of looking at 
you. I love you, Bob.
- j-Pidgeu The semester is half 
oW , imilg in there kid! I’ll give 
youhn’iVlfhytiine. Love, Pooh. 
—Hound Dog- “I can almost 
hear you breathing.” Delia. 
—Sweet drips- staraw, icecubes, 
what excuse can we think of 
next?!? But do We really need 
one...
—Alda- We know who the 
Dungeon Mistress is - W,W.! 
Luv, Shell.
—‘Angel’ & Michelle- Thanks 
for getting me out of my “Shell.” 
—Cat- You are a “quote- 
unquote” “Fatal Attraction.” - 
Ciao.
. —Falling off one’s bike in front 
of the student center can be 
majorly embarassing... I feel. 
-rC ongrats- MSC Bowler- 
Finst‘tournament in Penn State!
—Hey John- Next trip bring the 
caads! Buff State.
—To “Gems (4 sale)”- Thanks 
for always being there when the 
chips were down. Love, “Lucky 
Destiny” and “Could be Love” 
A.C. bound.
—To Carla, Kerry, and Noelle- 
Thanks for being there. Love, 
Denise.
—Emily- Stop moaning!
—Hey Donna- When can I kiss 
her without using straws or ice 
cubes or even apples?? Write 
back/call.. God I crack myself 
up sometimes... Your date from, 
“The Good Woman Of Set- 
zuan.”
—Club 105 Men- Someone has 
to christen the bar soon!! No, 
not the car Chris, the bar...How 
about you Jimmy?? You’re on 
a hot streak! Ron has poten­
tial...Al, you’re just the spare j 
tire. As for myself, I only accept i 
challenges. Giovanni.
—Kar- I have to go along with 
the person who pleads the 5th. 
From now on my lips are sealed. 
However, you better believe 
that I am always going to be 
‘vicious.’ You can’t teach an old 
dog new tricks. Your Vicious' 
roommate.
— Pledge Mistress Rickard- I’m 
'jO clad you’re mv perspective
big! I’m looking forward to 
becoming a part of your family! 
Thanks for helping me make it 
through the first week. Love, 
Your Perspective Little, Kelly. 
—To my perspective big and my 
perspective gran- Thank so 
much for everything! I could 
never have gotten this far with­
out you. Love, Your Perspective 
Little, Shelia.
—D.J.- You’re, such a “nice 
guy.” Truly. Thanks for listen­
ing and understanding for the 
last 2 weeks. Your company has 
done wonders for me. Tasha.
—To the Sisters of Phi Chi 
Omega- Will we survive hell 
night?? Please be semi-easy. We 
hope we all make it into the 
sisterhood. Love, the pledges. 
—To John the Greek- Good 
luck on your compre. exam!! I 
know you’ll do well. Love, a 
friend.
—Renee- Thanks for being the 
best big sister ever! Let’s be Ratt 
bound tonite! Love, your little 
Ginny.
—Mr. Tie- The Likwid Theatre 
will be on Nov. 4th. Everyone 
is invited. Hound Dog.
—Val- Here’s your 1st personal! 
You’re the greatest sister ever! 
Love ya, Terry.
’—Cathy- Happy 18th Birthday! 
Just think now you can be 
arrested for the things that you 
can’t do until you’re 21! Love 
ya, Terry.
-^For your information- A 
tuning fork is used to test 
hearing. Maybe you should get 
your hearing checked. Signed: 
The Iotian Audiology Major.
—Steve- Now that you are a 
senator, we hope you don’t 
neglect us. Love ya loads, Dawn 
and Monika.
—Congratulations to. the new 
Senators- Steve, Feroz, and 
Mike. Way to go!! Love, Mon­
ika and Dawn.
—Congrats to the new brothers 
of Senate- Steve, Mike, and 
Feroz. Let’s go slam a few to 
celebrate. L.Y.B. O’Lite.
—Bob- You’re wasting your 
time. Come to your senses. I’m 
here.
—Michela- I hear there is a ban 
on men with receding hair lines. 
Is that true? Love ya sis, Debela. 
—P.H.- Remember when you 
were in college?? Amla, P.T.
—Brian- If you read this, I 
thought I’d ask “What ever 
happened to you?” I thought we 
hit it off well. From me D, left 
wondering who or what 
changed your mind about cal­
ling, seriously. (Call me cur­
ious...).
—To Dr. Anatomy- Can we 
examine your bones? Love, 
your 2 favorite girls. 
-103233343536737- Let’s take 
another trip “ Around the 
World.”
—Happy Birthday Trishela! 
Hope this year is as adventure­
some as the past one Love ya 
chick! Debela.
- The Phi Alpha Psi Fraternity 
would like to welcome their 
newest brothers: Steve. Mike, 
and Feroz into the ranks ot 
Senate. Congratulations and
WOMAN'S HEALTH
i *Modem Private Physicians Office *Complete Gynecological Care *Family Planning *Pre-Natal Care
*All services will remain confidential 
\ ^Student Discounts Available
|
? 210 Hamburg Tpk. Wayne, NJ
- 3353
i Day/Evening/Weekend appointments 
\ available
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enjoy the years to come. Love 
in Brotherhood, the Men of 
Senate.
—Michael- You say you never 
got a personal. Well here it is.
1 love you, Mish.
—Guitar player from Clove 
with the blue eys- I am still 
checking you out. Will you 
reepond? Can you resist? Your 
lady in waiting from Bohn.
—Carolyn- Congratulations! 
You can now party with us 
officially! Happy 21st! Love, 
Shar.
—Sigma Delta Phi Pledges- 
This is it, you’re almost there, 
one more day. Good Luck and 
think pink. Love, your pledge- 
mistress.
—Someone- Please give me 
something or someone to be­
lieve in. Lancelot.
—Jon in 202A- Sorry for being 
so forward at your party Friday 
night. Ita  not usually like that. 
But it would still be worth it. 
From Ant.
—Donna- When you showed 
your sister the “hot spots,” I 
hope you made sure to take her 
through Partridge Hall. Ha Ha! 
—Scrunchy- How about a 1/
2 carat? The Shadow.
—To the Dracula of 308C- 
Keep your neck sucking to 
yourself. Signed: Bitten and 
bruised.
—Renee K- You asked if I was 
going to the ball this year. Were 
you checking for someone? 
Vous perhaps? Keep on danc­
ing! Jim N.
—Russ T.- You’re jammin’ me. 
Quit jammin’ me! Or as Spring­
steen said: War! What is it good 
for? Absolutely nothing!! So 
how about a truce, pal! Jim.
—Marianne- I thought you 
were as pure as the driven snow, 
but now I think you’re slush. 
Happy (belated) Birthday any­
way. Signed, The Mexican.
—Trade- Platter, in Middle- 
town, we use soap!
—To the Pledges of Sigma 
Delta Phi- Well, you made it 
this far. Congratulation! I’m 
happy you all stuck with it. 
Have fun! Love, Dawn (Miss 
Hoyer).
—Slush- Happy 21st (finally!!). 
Look out NJ bars, here we 
come! Love, Trip.
—Dear Donna- What class do 
you teach in Partridge Hall at 
2 a.m. on Thurs. nights? Signed: 
Interested students who want to 
add the class!!
—Pledgemistress Notarangelo 
and Rickard- Thank you for all 
you have done for us! We love 
you both. Love, Your Pledges, 
Fall *87.
—Carolyn- Happy 21st birth­
day! Let’s get wasted this wee­
kend. Love ya, YMA.
—Sigma Delta Phi pledges- 
You’re almost there. Only hell 
night remains. Good luck and 
keep up the good work. Love 
ya, YMA.
—Sweety- 1 love your dairy 
product! Love, Your Spaz.
xoxo.
—Pidge- Happy anniversary 
kid! 1 year and a month, gotta 
have faith. I love you. Bob.
—Stacy- Thanks for all of the 
support. You’re a good friend. 
Bob. i 
—Porky, Finster, Murph, 
Bonner, and Merrits- Oh yeah, 
and Mr. Schlembo (who I will 
ruin, Ha-Ha) - Watch out, make 
way!! I’m moving in!! Capristo. 
—Wicked sin is an all-original 
theatrical hard rock act. E.P. in 
Jan. 1988. Call the hot line at 
348-0852.
—Injun Joe does love to mosh 
hard. He is among the living. 
His lucky number is 13.
—To Michele in 4D01- I’ve 
been watching you and I like 
what I see. Dick Lewis 106.
—Kurt- You’re a blast!! Let’s 
have a blast!! It’s good, it’s fun. 
—Rachel- Hang in there, only 
1 more week! I love ya lots! 
Your Big Sis from AIX.
—AIX & TKE Pledges- Only 
1 more week! Hang in there! 
Party! Love, the AIX Sisters.
—To the TKE AM’s- Keep up 
the good work. Doug, don’t let 
my family tree die out without 
getting into trouble first. TKE 
PZ 8.
—Marge- Here’s a personal for 
you. Johnny Eagle- TKE PZ 8. 
—To that curly-haired, blue­
eyed babe from Clove. I heard 
you play the guitar. Want to 
strum mine? Write back. ? from 
Bohn.
—That’s what you are...you’re 
a goddamn boob!
—Margaret- I've never been so 
happy. I love you always, Bob.
All students who signed up for 
the HRO Weekend: please hand 
in all money to an organization­
al representative on Friday, 
October 30 in the Student 
Center from 12 noon to 3 PM 
or Monday and Tuesday, No­
vember 2 and 3, in Mallory Hall 
from 8 AM to 11 AM. Thank 
you, HRO, a Class II of the 
SGA.
—Was she a pro? At this point 
we don’t know.
—Dear Miss Mississippi, no 
blitz...get Mississippi man...go! 
—Murph- Will you still need 
me, will you still feed me, when 
I’m 64? Love, LC.
—Lee Ann- Happy Birthday, 
you sexy animal. Okie & Bill. 
—Bill P.- You have a really nice 
butt! Everyone.
—Jim (1137)- Let’s definitely do 
it again sometime soon! Love, 
Samantha.
—Chip from Atco in Stone 
Hall: Please contact Jolyn in 
Freeman 306. We have a mutual 
friend, I believe.
-John N.-Cootie, you’re really 
special, and yes, 111 be a good 
girl in St. Louie. P.S. Look 
under your pillow for Mr. 
Lobster. The Waterlog helped 
me.-Lynn M. C. (a crumb of a 
girlfriend).
—Coolie-No matter where I 
am, no matter what I do, no 
matter who I’m with, I’m think­
ing of you. See you Sunday, 
love.
—To the guys in the checker­
board room on the 11th floor 
of Bohn: We want to get to
know you. Love, Heather and 
Ann.
—Mike Pav- What’s up with 
you? See you lute, Ralph.
—To whoever took my walk- 
man from my desk in the 
Montclarion office, I know who 
you are and I am going get you. 
This ain’t no joke, buster, I’m 
going to get you and when I get 
you you’re gonna be sorry you 
were bom, buster. So get yo butt 
down here and place my walk- 
man where it was! It’s your 
backside, save it.
—Sex Fiend- Don’t love anyb­
ody else but me. Don’t be 
waiting for some fantasy- why 
can’t I be your reality?
—Kenny, no way! I’m like sorry 
about that chili in your pocket. 
Please send me the dry cleaning 
bill. I swear, with the readers 
of the Montclarion as my wit­
ness, to pay for all expenses 
incurred. Christopher (Trill) 
/Petrillo.
—Mommy: Now it’s dark. 
Frank Booth.
—I hate this school.
Wanted
—One cute Iota Gamma Xi 
President, about 5’, beautiful 
eyes, winning personality. 
Please apply in person.
—Demonstrators for in-store 
food sampling. Must have car. 
No experience nec. $6.50 (cash) 
per hour. Call Mrs. T. 762-9573 
9-5 pm.
—Voter canvassers needed!! 
Nov. 3 from 3:30 - 8:00. $25 
cash. Get involved in the N.J. 
senate race. Call Willie at 667- 
5264 for more info.
—Telemarketing- Part-time, 
flexible hours, excellent rate 
plus incentive bonus. No pro­
duct sale involved. DMC 
Energy Inc, Little Falls, 890- 
9500. (
—Michele Anthony- Tutor 
available. French, Italian, Eng­
lish, & Latin. 744-0418.
—Housecleaning $7 an hour. 
Full or P/T  in Wayne. Car 
needed. No experience needed. 
838-8298.
—Shared rooms across from 
MSC on Valley road. M/F, 
non-smokers, $ 185-$215 a 
month. Refrigerators. Call 
Ginny 783-7347. Leave mes­
sage.
—Production company seeking 
movie/ tv scripts. Send to EG 
Productions, 6502 Hayes Drive 
L.A., CA, 90048.
—Lifeguard/Swim Instructors 
wanted. Montclair YMCA, 25 
Park St. 10 minutes by car from 
college. Pleasant working at­
mosphere. Must have A.L.S., 
salary negotiable. Call 744- 
3400, ask for Jack.
—Typists- hundreds weekly at 
home! Write: P.O. Box 17, 
Clark, NJ 07066.
—Part-time salary $6-$9 per 
hour, Little Falls office. Flexible 
hours around your class sche­
dule. Call 890-0640- 24 hours.
—Word Processing: Term pap­
ers. All fees negotiable!! Scott 
Pellington, 279-3337.
—Typing/W ord Processing, 
charge by the page. Editing 
charge by the hour. Special rates 
for students. Call Donna G. at 
744-7963.
—Massage: Your body needs it! 
Your mind will revel in its 
tranquility. Masseur 8 years 
experience. Scott Pellington, 
279-3337.
—Toy Drive- Theta Kappa Chi 
is holding another toy drive for 
the underpriviledged children of 
the community. To be held Nov. 
2-5 from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Tue. 
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the second 
floor of the Student Center. 
Theta Kappa Chi is a class 3 
of the SGA.
—Now hiring- P/T, F/T, hol­
iday cash. 20 openings need to 
be filled, no experience re­
quired, high income, possible 
credits, flexible hours. Also, 
year-end company ski trip. All 
majors welcome. 2nd language 
helpful, but not necessary. For 
info, call 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. at 667- 
7357. Monday-Friday.
Attention
—The Journalism Club will 
hold its first meeting on Thur., 
Nov. 5 at 5 p.m. in the Mont­
clarion office. All interested are 
encouraged to attend. No expe­
rience necessary. Come join us! 
—Need special help in writing, 
editing, grammar? I can help. 
Set fee/set hours. Call Jill at 
227-4048.
—All graduating seniors inter­
ested in Radio/TV/Advertis­
ing. Try the Art Clare Personnel 
Agency. 1-212-889-3390. Art 
Clare- The man who can make 
your future.
—Membership drive. Medieval 
& Renaissance Society. Call 
427-7524 and leave a message.
For Sale
—Computer: Brand new McIn­
tosh Plus Computer. Still have 
receipt, used less than 5 hours 
total; also, Tops Lan Network 
for both Mac and PC, never 
used. Ask for Rodger at 785- 
3743, evenings.
—Music Equipment: Korg Poly 
$800 w/ case, Shure mic. w/ 
cord $20, Ibanez Phazer $15, 
Ibanez Anolog Delay $30, Tas- 
cam 4-track mini-studio, moog 
mono synth all very good to 
excellent condition. Call 
Rodger at 785-3743 evenings.
—1974 VW Sedan: Automatic, 
very good exterior and interior, 
Porsche motor, needs some 
mechanical work. $250 or best 
offer. Call 893-5459 bet. 12:30- 
4:30 or after 6 pm at 773-0607.
—1975 Mustang: Approx. 
78,000 miles. Good running 
condition, but needs some body 
work. Good tires on car. $ 425 
or best offer. Contact Cindi at 
783-2494 Clove Rd. Apt 106 A. 
—1985 Trans Am: Midnight 
blue, grey interior, full loaded, 
t-roofs, A M /FM  stereo 
cassette, P/S. P/B. P/W, P/ 
locks, Chapman alarm, cruise, 
louvers, 20,000 miles. $10,395. 
Call 843-7341.
Datebook
—Friday, Oct. 30, “Dance With 
Me” fundraiser for UNICEF. 
Blanton Hall Atrium. Admis­
sion $2. Live band, “The Fact” 
best of the Police, U2, Top 40. 
Refreshments. Dance for a great 
cause as well as a good time. 
For more info, call 783-1948 ask 
for Mark or Lyn.
—Sunday, Nov. 1, the Newman 
Community will celebrate' Mass 
at 11:00 a.m in Kops Lounge, 
Russ Hall and at 7:30 p.m. in 
the Newman Center. All Saints 
Day.
—Monday, Nov. 2, Mass will 
be celebrated by the Newman 
Community at the Newman 
Center at 3:30 p.m. All Souls 
Day.
—Wednesday, Nov. 4, from 10 
a.m. to 11 a.m. Career Services 
will sponsor a seminar on job 
hunting tactics. Students will 
learn about job search tech­
niques, such as on-campus 
recruitment and the computer­
ized job matching system. Since 
85% of available jobs are never 
advertised, the hidden job 
market will also be discussed.
—Wednesday, Nov. 4, the New­
man Community will celebrate 
Mass at 12:15 p.m. in . the 
Newman Center.
—Wednesday, Nov. 4, the New­
man Community will sponsor a 
Emmaus Group from 7-8 p.m. 
at the Newman Center. For 
more info, call ext: 7240 or 746- 
2323.
—Thursday, Nov. 5, from 6 
p.m. to 8 p.m. Career Services 
will sponsor a seminar called 
Interviewing I. This seminar is 
designed to provide you with an 
understanding of the interview 
process. Participants will learn 
typical questions employers ask 
and will have the opportunity 
to determine appropriate re­
sponses.
—Thursday, Nov. 5,5 p.m., The 
Journalism Club will hold its 
first meeting at the Montclarion 
office. Tours, speakers and 
much more. Come find out 
what it’s about!
—Nov. 9, at 7 p.m. Residence 
Life will sponsor a Careers Day 
or Evening at Blanton Hall 
Atrium. For more info, call 893- 
4389 Ext. 5437, ask for Maria.
Lost and Found
—Lost: Arms to a statue, if 
found return to room 1425.
—Lost: 1 mind, low mileage, if 
found return to 201 Webster 
Hall, ask for Trish.
The little lady knows Frank 
wants the light beer with the 
first name in taste, Bud Light. 
Because after a hard day’s work 
of wiping out a small town in the 
Bavarian Alps, Frank won’t 
settle for less than the best.
So while she keeps him in I 
Bud Light'  he keeps 
her in stitches. That M  
Frank, what a card!1 ii mWimYC
Ask for Bud Light. 
Everything else is just a light:
w B M C * «  S*
'This is my wife, i love 
her sweet, little smile. Her rubber nose. 
Her dead hand. She knows exactly 
what puts a smile on my face.
I think HI keep her."
GOOD LUCK 
MONTCLAIR US. TRENTON STATE
• \€ > v i ¿ ¡v \J  . a n  i  ,»
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Indians nipped in 
two heartbreakers
By Jim Agostine
Correspondent
The MSC soccer team 
dropped two close conference 
games last week, losing to both 
Trenton and Glassboro State by 
a score of 2-1.
Co- captain Mike Nothofer 
said of the team’s perfor­
mance,“We didn’t want to make 
mistakes that good teams like 
Trenton and Glassboro would 
capitalize on. After we settled 
down, we played well against 
both teams.”
Glassboro St. 2- MSC 1
The Profs’ Tony Gibson 
scored 18 minutes into the first 
half as Glassboro State took 
early control of the game.
The lead was increased to 2- 
0 as Jamie McGroarty blasted 
a shot past MSC goalie Chip 
Hyde. With 25 minutes left in 
the game, the Indians’ Derek 
Lewis booted in an unassisted 
goal to cut the deficit in half. 
But MSC could get no closer.
MSC had to play very aggres­
sively against Glassboro State, 
which was ranked sixth na­
tionally in Division III schools. 
This was evident by theamount
of penalties against the Indians, 
which included a total of five 
yellow cards and the ejection of 
Rick Caruso on a very contri- 
versial tripping call.
Trenton St. 2- MSC 1
Trenton scored first, 17 min­
utes into the first half. MSC 
applied pressure in the second 
half, keeping the majority of 
play away from the Lions. 
Derek Lewis then scored a goal 
with an assist from Bill Fitzpa­
trick to tie the game up late in 
the second half.
The two teams played the first 
overtime period without scor­
ing. With 15 seconds left in the 
second overtime period, Tren­
ton State scored on a 20 yard 
shot.
“We still have two more 
games left and both are impor­
tant to the program,” Nothofer 
said. “Rutgers- Newark (Friday, 
7:30, Sprague Field) is the last 
conference game of the season, 
and we can improve our stand­
ing in the league with a win. East 
Stroudsburg (Tuesday, 3:00, at 
E. Stroudsburg) is our finale, 
and they are ranked twelfth 
nationally in Division II.”
Businessm en joining a th letes  
in w orld  o f professional sports
In 1987, there has been a lot of behind-the-scenes action within the National Football League. 
Many influential people and companies dictate what happens within the league. Sponsors have 
taken a major role in promoting the NFL for the 1987 season.
The NFL’s 38 sponsors have begun national and regional promotions in 1987. Due to the 
nature of the NFL’s sponsorship program, none of the national promotions will be as elaborate 
as in the past. The NFL program, which has different levels of sponsorships, boasts five 
“designation” sponsors: Digital, Kodak, Sony, GTE, and Hertz, which joined 33 other promotional 
sponsors. These sponsorship fees range from $100,000 to seven-figure numbers.
the Jet's Journal
By Perry Schwarz
GTE spokesman Tom Lindon is excited and happy with the progress that his company has 
made with the NFL despite the strike, which took place for the past few weeks.
“On a local level we work with seven regional companies that put together marketing programs 
around advertising promotions and hospitality,” Lindon said. “In California, they are developing 
programs with the Raiders, Rams, 49ers and Chargers. It would be up to the individual companies 
to design promotions.”
There have been many promotions which interested patrons and produced additional revenue 
for the company. For the second year, Miller Brewing sponsored the “Lineman of the Year”. 
Fans are able to choose one offensive and defensive player. The key here is that Miller opened 
the door for consumers to participate in a contest and unconciously this produces sales and 
advertising for the company. The fans select their favorite players and credible media sources 
select the winners. Miller then donates $25,000 to the winners’ charity preferences.
Also, Travelers Corp. sponsored the NFL Man-of-the-Year award. Coca-Cola, which plays 
a major role in sports promotions, features a Super Bowl team or logo on the can in addition 
to holding an annual sweepstakes. Finally, Owens Coming will give any patron a free NFL 
team jacket if they purchase 10 or more rolls of their product.
The common goal of all these sponsors is to capture free advertising through newspapers, 
media and promotions so that people recognize the companies contributions and hopefully purchase 
the product.
The gross amount of advertising has increased and will continue to rise as sports get the 
publicity as they have today. The sense of playing NFL football for the enjoyment has taken 
a back seat. The truth is that promotions and advertising makes up a bulk of the league’s 
revenue. Football, therefore, as well as other professional sports, have become profit-making 
businesses first and games second. After all, making a dollar is what this world revolves around.
What's what in MSC sports
W om en’s Cross-Country
Running against Ramapo and Seton Hall, senior Jessica Levinskas shattered the course record 
of 19:47 with a time of 18:30 to capture first place. The old record was held by the second 
place finisher, Ramapo’s Mary Hendrick. The third, fourth, and fifth places went to Indian 
runners Jennifer Abrahamsen (junior), Jill Robertson (sophomore), and Bernadette Wykpisz 
(sophomore), respectively. MSC’s record improved to 8-1 overall and 3-1 in the New Jersey 
Athletic Conference with the victory. Upcoming meets: Sat., at Van Cordlandt Park, NY, (CTC 
Championships), 1:00.
Field Hockey
The Indians came back from an early deficit to tie East Stroudsburg in their season finale. 
Senior Toni Addeo scored with 16:49 remaining in the first half to knot the game at 1-1, which 
was how the score remained. Addeo finished the season as the team leader in goals and assists. 
MSC finished the season with a 6-9-2 mark overall, and a 3-4-1 record in the New Jersey 
Athletic Conference.
D>
W om en’s Tennis
MSC snapped an eight game losing streak with four consecutive wins as the Indians concluded 
their season with victories over Kean, Rider, St. Peter’s and William Paterson. Sophomore Jacquie 
Mazekien finished with a 6-6 mark, winning her last five matches of the year, while senior 
Melissa Kollar, who reached the second round of the NJAIAW/NJAC Championships, ended 
her season with a 5-4 record. The overall team record for the year was 4-8, 2-5 in conference 
play.
M en’s Cross-Country
Senior John Hogan and junior Amod Field placed fourth and sixth respectively at Ramapo 
last week. Hogan finished with a time of 27:27, 2:10 behind Ramapo first place runner Andrew 
Latinesics. Upcoming meets: Sat., at Van Cordlandt Park, NY, (CTC Championships), LOO.
Bowling
The MSC Bowling team will be in action on Sunday, November 1, at 10:30 a.m. in the Garden 
City Bowl in Garden City, Long Island. Their opponents will be Bryant College of Rhode Island 
and St. John’s University.
Trivia Time-Out
Each week, The Montclarion will publish a list of sports 
questions and answers to test your knowledge of sports trivia. 
In addition, there will be a sports stumper which will be answered 
in the following issue.
If you think you have the correct answer to the stumper, drop 
it off at The Montclarion office in Room 113 of the Student 
Center Annex. The names of those submitting the correct anser 
will be published in the next week’s issue. Deadline for submissions 
is Monday at 3 p.m.
1. Babe Ruth hit his First major league home run against 
what team?
2. What was George Plimpton’s jersey number when he 
played for the Detroit Lions?
3. Name the New Orleans Saints football team cheerleaders.
4. Who upset Jimmy Connors in the 1975 Wimbledon men’s 
singles?
5. Name the first thoroughbred horse to win a million dollars.
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Answer to last week’s stumper:
W hat was the original name of the Orange Bowl game? 
Palm Festival game.
Submitting the correct answer was:
Lynda Sereika, Sari Cottier, Joyce Fischer.
This week’s stumper:
Name the mule mascot for the Oakland Athletics.
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The MSC athletic department has announced a special type o f lottery that 
will be held Saturday, November 7, at halftime o f the MSC- Jersey City State 
game.
The winner o f the lottery will receive free tuition for a semester (limit 12 
credits) at MSC. To be eligible, students must attend the game, show a valid 
MSC I. D., fill out an entry form, and pay a $1 fee.
The drawing will take place at halftime, and winners must be present to 
win.
MSC comeback stuns Salisbury
' " -, ,
Try for fifth straight win vs. Trenton
Indians look to  tam e Tigers
arts’ hopes alive. Colasurdo’s 
kick cut SSC’s lead to 22-16.
With just under 10 minutes 
left in the forth quarter, MSC’s 
senior defensive back Ulysses 
DelRio made an outstanding 
play when he intercepted a 
White toss near the MSC side­
line. This set up MSC’s scoring 
drive which culmanated in 
another Baffige to Fiore touch­
down. The extra point gave the 
Indians the lead for the first time 
in the game with the score at 
23-22.
“Baffige and I have been 
working well in practice togeth­
er all year,” Fiore said later. “If 
Ed makes the right reads, we 
generally seem to be able to 
move the ball well.”
Several plays later, freshman 
Scott Vega ran 54 yards to score 
a touchdown and give MSC 
some breathing room. With the 
successful extra point kick, the 
Indians led 30-22.
SSC’s final drive was denied 
by the MSC defense, which 
included sacks by lineman 
Mark Monteyne and linebacker 
Lenny Kruk. MSC ran out the 
remaining time to secure their 
victory.
“We don’t have any secrets 
about the play of oUr defense,” 
senior co-captain Miguel Her­
nandez said when asked about 
the team’s outstanding defen­
sive performances this year. 
“We just work hard in practice, 
and it shows on the field.
With the completion of this 
game, MSC’s record jumped to 
5-2, while the Sea Gulls fell to 
5-2.
Freshman Scott Vega scores MiSC’s final touchdown, a 54- yard run 
in the-fourth quarter which put the Indians up 30-22.
By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor______________
The Indians will try to extend 
their four game winning streak 
Saturday when they travel to 
Trenton State in an New Jersey 
Athletic Conference (NJAC) 
game.
The Lions defeated Jersey 
City State last week by a score 
of 41-20 to improve to 3-4, while 
the Indians came from behind 
to defeat Salisbury State, 30-22.
After 10 seasons of the “Pro 
I” offense and the “34” defense, 
11th year Head Coach Eric 
Hamilton decided to run the 
Wing T offense and employ the 
“40” defense this year.
Junior quarterback Mike 
Grant is the person in charge 
of running the complicated 
offense. Joining Grant in the 
Trenton backfie'd are senior
fullback Joe Clifton and half­
back Steve Ware, a sophomore.
At the receiver position, the 
Lions are well represented by 
sophomore John Towey and 
senior Tony Falleta. Senior 
John Gormley is the tight end, 
while junior Jason Petrone also 
sees playing time.
The offensive line is anchored 
by senior John Ravally and 
junior Tom Hoglen.
On the defensive side, the 
Lions have four returning vete­
rans in seniors Steve Mihalik 
and Kevin Bogle, junior Dennis 
Boyle, and sophomore Mike 
Polomski.
Senior Craig Wigley, a se­
cond team All- NJAC selection 
last season, heads the lineback­
ing unit. Junior Mike Wargo 
and senior Mark Arezzi also see 
action.
Junior Ken Mobley earned 
All-NJAC Honorable Mention 
honors last year and is playing 
well of late at the cornerback 
position. Sophomores Glen 
Kertes and Danny Caldwell add 
to a solid secondary.
Senior placekicker Dave 
Dallmer is enjoying a fine 
campaign, as is punter David 
Barnes.
Key Matchups:
MSC SE John Fiore vs. CB 
Mobley-The Baffige- Fiore 
connection has been unstoppa­
ble of late.
MSC LB John Hernandez
vs. TE Gormley-Hernandez 
will need to control Gormley 
and keep him from getting off 
the line easily.
By Kenny Peck 
and Jim Agostine
It looked bad.
Salisbury State, which came 
into the game with a 14-game 
winning streak against NJAC 
teams, had a 22-6 lead in the 
third quarter Saturday. But the 
never-say-die Indians had other 
things in mind.
MSC came roaring back to 
defeat Salisbury State on Sat­
urday by a score of 30-22 at 
Sprague Field, stretching their 
winning streak to four games.
Sophomore split end John 
Fiore caught two touchdown 
passes from freshman quarter­
back Ed Baffige to spark the 
Indian attack.
“Early on, we weren't settled 
in at certain positions. Some 
guys needed time to get mentally 
adjusted to the system,” Head 
Coach Rick Giancola said in 
reference to the team’s shaky 
start. “Now, we are fairly settled 
in, which is important because 
we have a young team which 
lacked experience.”
In the first quarter, each team 
scored touchdowns as a result 
of interceptions. Ruben Steven­
son picked off a Baffige pass and 
returned if to the MSC 20 yard 
line. Six plays later, senior Mike 
Coppa scored on a four yard 
pass from Kevin White to give 
the Sea Gulls a 6-0 advantage.
Several minutes later, John 
Hernandez foiled an SSC scor­
ing drive by intercepting a 
White pass on the MSC 40 yard 
line. This foreshadowed a day 
of exceptional defensive play for
MSC split end John Fiore pulls in a 20-yard touchdown pass from quarterback Ed Baffige in 
the third quarter of Saturday’s game. Fiore’s touchdown, and the ensuing extra point by Tony 
Colasurdo, gave the Indians the lead for the first time in the game.
Hernandez, who went on to 
record six unassisted tackles, 
eight assisted, one fumble rec­
overy and another interception.
The resulting scoring drive 
ended with Ed Hernandez to 
run in a short yardage touch­
down with 55 seconds left in the 
quarter. A bad snap fouled up 
the extra point attempt by Tony 
Colasurdo, keeping the score at 
7-6.
Late in the second quarter, 
another costly interception hurt 
MSC. Senior Joey Slaughter 
stepped in and grabbed a Baf­
fige pass, which was intended 
for senior tight end Ed Pedicine. 
Slaughter raced 35 yards to put 
SSC up by five points. MSC
blocked the extra point kick, 
holding the score at 13-6.
On the ensuing possession, 
linebacker Chris Snyder 
blocked an Indian punt inside 
the five yard line, bouncing the 
ball through the end zone for 
a safety. The score was then 15- 
6 as the final seconds of the half 
ticked away.
In the second half, Salisbury 
once again took advantage 
when they intercepted an MSC 
pass. Snyder ran the ball 37 
yards for yet another score by 
the SSC defense. Maurer’s extra 
point attempt was good, push­
ing the Gull’s lead to 22-6.
But MSC would not be de­
nied. The Indians mounted a
comeback, starting with a 39 
yard field goal by Colasurdo to 
make the score 22-9.
After the two teams traded 
punts, SSC drove down to the 
16 yard line but missed a 33 yard 
field goal attempt. An offsides 
penalty against the Indian de­
fense gave the Gulls another 
shot at the field goal, this time 
from 28 yards out. But Maurer’s 
kick went wide once again and 
with 42 seconds left in the third 
quarter, the Indians had the 
ball.
On MSC’s next play, Baffige 
sent a 71 yard bomb sailing 
down the sideline to Fiore for 
a touchdown to keep the Indi­
